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Cut out from news letter Foremost International and sent to
Ambassador Williams from the President of FI with note to

effect,(Just in case you h_w_en_t seen - thought you might

•like the information)s ._1 _
Reads:

Businessmen on Guam are beginning to kick up the sand

over the proposal to make the Northern Mariana Islands a
Commonwealth of the United States.

It isn't that they oppose the idea of this first U.S.
territorial acquisition since 1898. Rather they disagree
with some of the terms of the Covenant governing the Common-

wealth agreement.

With the U.S. military to invest several hundred millions
of dollars in new base facilities on one of the Northern

Mariana Islands - Tinian, (see TAL 474) lAmb does not have
this article either] the businessmen on Guam are watching _e
situation carefully.

Specifically, they are concernedabout three provisions
in the Marianas Covenant that would seriously affect the

ability of Guamanian and other American businessmen to do
business in the Marianas.

Those provisions are:

i. Restriction of land ownership to native born people
oT-the island.

-The Guamanians argue that since the people of the
Marianas will become U.S. citizens, land ownership
should be open to all Americans.

2. Restriction of all outside investment by non-local
U.S. or foreign companies, su-_ject to approval of a
local "Foreign Inventment Board".

-The complaint here is that American firms would be
treated like foreign firms with respect to invest-
ing in American territory.
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3. Exemption of the new Commonwealth from standard:
U.S. minimum wage law.

- Guam is subject to the wage laws and feels that
exemption of the Marianas would give them an unfair
labor advantage. This issue is becoming extremely
heated since the epople of the Marianas are scheduled
to vote in June on whether to accept the Commonwealth
status. As the situation now stands they will approve
the Covenant.

The matter then goes to the U.S. Congress for final
a pprova i.

A lot of political and military considerations are
tied up in the issue, which is one reason that the
U.S. authorities have been playing the question
very low-key.

But a number of people on Guam want to get the issue
out in the open and you can look for the question of
Commonwealth status for the Marianas to surface much

more in the weeks just ahead.

Doris is sending a Xerom cy of same

cc :_'_Schmitz
Col Smith
Adrian deG
Miss Trent
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